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Ir>IPORTANTNOTICE REGARDIrrlG

T NT

Please Read Carefully

This report was prepared by General Electric solely for the use of the Niagara Mohawk
Power Corporation. The information contained in this report is believed by General

Electric to be an accurate and true representation of the facts known, obtained or
pr'ovided to General Electric at the time this report was prepared.

The only undertakings of the General Electric Company respecting the information in
this document are contained in the contract governing this work, and nothing contained
ir> this document shall be construed as changing said contract. The use of this

information except as defined by said contract, or for any purpose other than that for
which it is intended, is not authorized; and with respect ro any such unauthorized use,

neither General Electric Company not any of the contributors to this document makes

any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the completeness, accuracy, or
usefulness of the information contained in this document or that such use of such

infornration nray not infringe upon privately owned rights; nor do they assume any
i esponsibiliry for liabilityor damage of any kind which ruay result from such use of such

lllfol'matron.

This document contains proprietary information of the General Electric Company and is

furnished to the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation in confidence solely for the

purpose of purposes stated in the contract beoveen the iNiagara Mohawk Power

Corporation and the General Electric Company. The Niagara iMohawk Power

Corporation shall not publish or otheri~~se disclose this document or the information to

others without the written consent of the General Electric Company except as provided
in such contract, and shall return this document at the request of the General Electric

Company.
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" PART A '-DESCRIPTION

Cracks have been observed in the core shrouds of several B>'r'Rs. The NRC issued

Generic Letter 94-03 which requires inspection and/or repair. Although the shroud
welds on Nine Mile Point 1 have not been completely examined, using the currently
recommended non-destructive examination techniques, a repair is being prepared as a

contingency, ifthe weld examination results show that shroud cracking is not acceptable

for continued service. The total scope of the welds involved are welds Hl through HS, as

shown in Figure l. After evaluating alternative repair concepts, the installation of core

shroud stabilizers and H8 weld brackets was chosen as the repair contingency for Ni>IPC.

The basic function is to pro~~de a non-welded, mechanical solution to the problem of
unacceptable core shroud welds, which may be found in Nine

defile

Point l.

The proposed shroud repair design is in accordance with the B iVR Vessel Internal
Project (VIP) shroud repair criteria (reference 17). The VIP criteria is met for NhfPI in
a manner consistent with a similar NRC approved GE shroud repair design.

PART A.l General

As shown in Figure 1, there are 9 horizontal welds in the Nine defile Point 1 shroud.
These welds are called Hl through H8, with the welds at the core plate support ring
designated H6A and H6B. Weld Hl is the uppermost weld and weld HS is the attachment
of shroud support ring to the cone. Welds H 1 through H6B ar e all of the circumferential
welds in the shr oud cylinders. Weld H7 is the shroud to shroud support ring weld. Weld
HS is the bimetallic weld of the shroud support ring to the shroud support cone. These
welds were r equired to both vertically anti hor izor>tally support the core top guide, core

support plate, and shroud head; and to prevent core flow bypass into the downcomer
region. The core top guide and core support plate horizontally support the fuel
assemblies and maintain the correct fuel channel spacing, thereby assuring control rod
insertion.

The proposed!nodiflcation willensure the structural integrity of the core shroud by
replacing the function of welds Hl through HS of the core shroud with 4 stabilizer and 6

HS weld br acket assemblies. Each stabilizer assembly attaches to the top of the shroud
and to the shroud support cone. Each HS weld upper bracket assembly attaches to the
bottom of the shroud at the shroud to shroud support cone interface. The lower HS

bracket rests on the shroud support cone and is wedged in place between the upper HS

bracket and the RPV.

The design life of all repair hardware will be for twenty-five years (the remaining life of
the plant, plus life extension beyond the current operating license), to include 20

Effective Full Power Years.
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The proposed modification is bounded for 3, 4 or 5 recirculation pump operation, 105%

core flow, and fluctuations in feed»~ter temperature during normal operations. The loss

of feedwater heating with a scram ivould not adversely impact the tie rod assemblies due

to their inherent elasticity and would not require inspection of the tie rod assemblies.

The analyses and conclusions documented in this Safety Evaluation remain the same for
the installation of tie-rod assemblies irith or irithout HS bracket supports.

Radially acting stabilizers (springs and limitstops) are used to maintain the alignment of
the core shroud to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) during lateral seismic loading. The
set of stabilizers replace the structural functions of the shroud welds which are postulated
to contain cracks. Each stabilizer assembly consists of an upper spring, an upper bracket
and tie r od support, a tie rod, a rnid-span tie rod support, a lower spring, a lower anchor
assembly, and other minor parts. The tie rod provides the vertical load canying
capability from the upper bracket to the lo»er anchor assembly attached to the RPV core
shroud support cone, and provide support for the springs. The vertical locations of the
radial springs were chosen to provide the maximum support for the shroud, top guide,
core plate, and therefore, the fuel assemblies. The upper spring provides radial load
carrying capability from the shroud, at the top guide elevation, to the RPV. The lower
spring provides radial load carrying capability from the shroud, at the core support plate
elevation, to the RPV. Thc upper stabilizer braci'et provides an attachment feature to the

top of the shroud as well as restraint of the upper shroud welds. The mid-span tie rod
support is installed to provide a limitstop for the shroud cylinder between the H4 and
FE. The mid-span tie rod support ivhich is preloaded against the RPV effectively divides
the tie rod into two shorter, stiffer rods which increases the natural frequencies of the tie

rod, thereby preventing unacceptable levels of flow induced vibration.

The HS weld brackets provide vertical support in the event of a complete HS weld failure.
Eacli HS iield bracket assembly consists of «n upper bracket, t»o toggle bolts, two shear

keys and a lo»er bracket. The upper bracket provides the load path from the shroud to
the lower bracket. The lower bracket uansn>its load to the shroud support cone and the
RP V.

The primary forces applied to the stabilizers are from seismic events, LOCA differential
pressure loads, and differential thermal expansion. The stabilizer assemblies and cracks
in the shroud change the seismic response of the reactor internals. Thus, it was necessary

to modify the seismic analysis of the reactor to include the effects of the cracks and the
stabilizers. This dynamic analysis ivas perforn>ed in a iterative manner to determine the
appropriate values of the spring constants of the upper and lo»er springs as well as the
number of stabilizer assemblies.r equired. It iias determined that four stabilizer
assemblies iiould be acceptable.

The primary forces on the H8 weld bracket are from seisn>ic events and inlet
recirculation LOCA differential pressure loads. Based on the shear loads transmitted
from the shroud through the toggle bolts and shear keys, it was determined that six
bracket assemblies would be acceptable.
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The;core shroud is a safety related component. As defined the FSAR, section IV.7.l.l,
the core shroud is a stainless steel cylinder which surrounds the core and provides a

barrier to separate the upward flow of coolant through the core from the downcomer
recirculation flow. Mounted at the top of the shroud is the shroud head and steam-

separator assembly. A discharge plenum at the top of the core provides a mixing
chamber before the steam-water mixture enters the steam separators. The recirculation
inlet and o'utlet, plenums are separated by the shroud and the shroud support cone. The
shroud support cone is designed to transition the differential expansion of the ferritic
reactor vessel and austenitic stainless steel shroud without high stresses. The shroud
suppor t cone is fabricated from Inconel 600 plate, which has a coefficient of thermal
expa»sion in-between carbon steel and stainless steel. The shroud support cone
esseritially carries all of the vertical weight of the core structure (except the fuel assembly

weiglits transmittecl to the guide tube) and the steam separator assembly. The shroud
support cone also carries the differential upward pressure loacling on the shroud under
operating conditions; and the ver tical and sidewise thrusts developed on the core and
coie structure during an earthquake.

Tlie cylindrical shroud isjoinecl to the shroud support cone with a full penetration
welcl (HS). All of the core structure, except the shroud support cone and the springs in
tlie fuel assemblies, are fabricated from austenitic stainless steel. The principal stresses

procliicecl in the shroud are due to differential pressure loacling, differential thermal
exp;«isio»; cleacI-weight loadings andrearthquake loadings.

I lie sr;ibilizers a»d HS welcl brackets were designecl to tlie structural criteria specified in
rile Mille %file Point. I UFSAR. The UFSAR cor»par.es tire calc«latecl shroud stresses

;rr;;rirrst tire rrilowable stress (S»i) for all operating conditio»s and events. Allowable stress

iriterisities for oilier stress coriibiiiatio»s a»d acciclenr. coiiclirioris are not adclressed in the

L FSAR." For tire local ancl local plus bericling, the RPV p«rcliase specification (reference
16) is «seel;is;i b;isis for usirig 1.5 Sr» for tire local ancl local plus bending. The basis for
tlie aclclitiori;il 1.5 a»d 2.0 factors applied to tlie e»iergency aiid faulted events is

cr)tlsisterit witli tlie basis for other sliroud repair applications. The method involved
r"ririoirigfacror.s of safety. Equivalent factors of'safety were not i» the UFSAR for Nine
~lile I'oirit 1. Tlie factors ofsafety thar were used are consisterrt with other plants using
rli« iie rod si;ibilizer shroud repair. It was judged that it was reasonable to also apply
iliese tri Xirre ~Iile Poi»i I to provide a consistent basis. All of the loads and load
cor»liiii;itiorisspecified in the UFSAR, that are relevant to the core shroud, were
ev;ilirated iii ttie design.

'I'lie sr;rliilirers are installecl,with a sr»all terision preload of 9,000 lb., to ensure that all
c»r»liorieiiis are tight. Tire stabilizer asser»blies will be tlier»rally pr eloaded to
79,670 lb. when the reactor is at oper.ating conditions. This results from the thermal

exl>:«isio» coefficient for the new stabilizer hardware being less than the thermal
«xli:iiisioricoefficient of the shroud.
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The H8 weld.upper brackets are installed with a small tension preload of 1300 lb. in the

toggle bolts. The lower bracket is captured by the upper bracket, the RPV, and the
shroud support cone, see Figure 3.

Thus, ifany or all of the Hl through H8 welds were completely cracked, the stabilizers

and H8 weld brackets willvertically restrain the shroud such that no displacement will
occur during normal operation, which minimizes potential leakage through the cracks.

The maximum permanent horizontal deflection of any part of the shroud that is not
directly supported by either the upper or lower radial springs is limited to approximately
0.75 inch by mechanical limitstops. These stops do not perform this function unless a

section of the shroud, for example between H4 and H5, becomes loose and a combined
LOCA plus seismic event occurs. Ifthis unlikely scenario occurs, the stops will limit the

horizontal displacement to approximately 0.75 inch, which is equal to one half of the

shroud wall thickness. A displacement equal to one half of the shroud wall thickness will
: not-result in post event leakage's that prevent core cooling, because the shroud section
still overlap each other by one half (0.75 inch) of the shroud wall thickness.

,

SVedges between the core support and the shroud (also called the Clamp/Spacer) are

required at each stabilizer location to prevent relative motion of the core plate to the
shroud. The four spacers are located in the annulus between the core support and the

shroud and rest on the shroud ring. The wedges are held in place by clamping under the

existing angle brackets that position the existing shield blocks. The annulus is measured

at each location and the spacers are machined for a maximum clearance of 0.030 in. at

the core plate elevation. In the event that welds H6A and H6B failed, the wedges would
provide a direct load path from the core plate to the shroud to help distribute the lateral
loads occurr ing during a seismic event. The shroud cylinder at this location is restrained
in the lateral direction by the lower tie rod spring.

The upper and lower springs of the stabilizers are installed with a small radial preload
such that they provide radial support for the shroud. During normal operation, the
shroud and stabilizer springs radially expand due to thermal growth slightly more than
the IU'V, which increases the radial preload and assures that the springs provide lateral

support for the shroud during normal operation.

The vertical location of the upper and lower springs was chosen to provide the maximum
hor izontal support for the fuel assemblies. The upper springs are at the top guide
elevation and the lower springs are at the core support plate elevation. Allof the
horizontal support for the fuel assemblies is provided by the top guide and the core
support plate.

The stabilizer, core plate wedges, and H8 weld bracket assemblies are designed and
fabricated as safety related components. The installation of the stabilizer, core plate
wedges, and H8 weld bracket assemblies will replace the functions of welds Hl through
HS.
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Figure 2 shows a core shroud stabilizer. At the top, each stabilizer assembly fits through
two sloth', which are machined into the non-safety related shroud head and steam
separator assembly. The stabilizer upper bracket contacts the top surface and the inside
surface of the shroud top flange. It then extends down»ard to below weld HS. It
supports the upper spring and has a hole through which the tie rod passes. The tie rod is

held against the upper bracket with a nut. The tie rod extends downward approximately
136 inches 'to the lower spring. At the middle of the tie rod there is a support between
the tie rod and the RPV. The support is installed such that there is a radial force between
the tie rod and the RPV. The support minimizes the potential for vibration of the
stabilizer assembly. At the bottom, the tie rod threads into the lo»'er spring. The lo»;er
spring has a pin at the bottom, which is attached to the clevis in the lower support. The
lower support is bolted to the shroud support cone with two toggle bolts.

Figure 3 shows an H8 weld bracket assembly. The upper bracket is attached to the lower
,shroud by two toggle bolts. The upper bracket also includes two shear keys to help
distribute the load. The upper bracket rests on the lower bracket which carries the
vertical load to the shroud support cone and the RPV wall. The lower bracket is captured
by the upper bracket and the RPV to shroud support cone interface.

Ail'pieces of the stabilizer and H8 weld bracket assemblies are locked in place or
captured by mechanical devices. The stresses in the stabilizer and H8 weld bracket

. components during normal plant operation are less than the normal event allowable
stresses. The repair hardware is fabricated'rom intergranular stress corrosion resistant
material. There is no welding in the construction or installation of the shroud repair
hardware. The fast flux levels at the stabilizers and HS weld brackets ar'e»'ell below the
damage threshold which could result in the degradation of'material properties. After 25
years of operation, the maximun> fast fluerrce at the shroud repair coinponents willbe
well below the value to cause damage. Therefore, it is very unlikely that a component will
fail.

PART A.2 ivlaterials

I'he stabilizers and HS weld support brackets are fabricated er~tir"!y from the type 916,
316L stainless steel (both with a carbon content less than 0.02%) or alloy 'Y-750. There is
rro welding required during fabrication or installation.

The material's stress corrosion cracking resistance is verified by applying sensitization
testing per ASTivf A262, Practice A or E. The shroud repair fabrication specification
(refer ence 18) states that the successful completion of the sensitization testing shall be
accepted as evidence of the correct solution heat treatment and»ater quenching, iftime
and temperature charts and water quenching records are not available.

The upper and lower springs, upper nut, the upper stabilizer bracket and HS weld
support brackets are fabricated from AlloyX-750 (Ni-Cr-Fe) material that has been heat
treated at.1975 + 25'F followed by an air cool and age hardened to increase its strength.
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-. As an Intergrannular Attack (IGA) control, a minimum of 0.030 inches of material is

removed after the last exposure to acid pickling or high temperature annealing. This
material is certified to ASTi>f B637, Grade UNS i%07750. AlloyX750 was chosen because

its inherent high strength was required, and because its coefficient of thermal expansion
is less than that of the shroud. AlloyX750 is resistant to IGSCC at the stress levels the
components willexperience during operation.

The other components were fabricated from type 316 or 316L stainless steel material
both with a carbon content less than 0.02%. The material was annealed at 1900'F to
2100'F followed by quenching in circulating water to a temperature below 400'F. All
material was tested for evidence of sensitization. The tie rod threads were induction
annealed after machining to remove a possible cold worked layer.
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PART B -ANALYSIS
The applicable criteria and conformance to the criteria are as follows:

PART B.l Repair Design Life (Criteria)

The design life of all repair hardware will be for twenty-five years (the remaining life of
the plant, plus life extension beyond the current operating license), to include 20

Effective Full Power Years.

P.-kRT B.l.l Re air Desi n Life Conformance

All i epair harchvare has been designecl for a design life of t»enty-five years (the
rei»aining life of the plant, plus life extension beyond the current operating license), to

inclucle '20 Effective Full Power Years. This requirement is documented in reference l.

Assur'ir>g an aclequate design life is mainly a material selection and process control effort,
for iliis equipr»ent. The selection of lo» carbon stainless steels and high nickel alloys

assures the best available materials for the nuclear reactor environment. Solution
an»ealing and.sensitization testing are imposed to guard against intergranular stress

corrosion cracking (ICSCC). Process cher»ical co»trois are in>posed to assure that
corir;ii»ination by heavy r»etal and chlorine or sulfur coi»pounds will not occur. This is

r.lie s:ii»e design selections and controls i»iposed for a stanclard forty year plant life.
1 lier'e is rlothlng in the equip»rent or installation that puts a specific limiton how long it
ciiil l)e lls«cl, stlch rls cl'eep ol''ilcllatlollci«gl'rlclatloll.

PART B'.2 Safety Design Basis (Criteria)

l'ri;rssrrre tlie safety design basis is satisfied and thai, the safe shutdown of the plant and
r'«r»<>virl of decay lieat ar'e not impairecl, the repair hardware sliall assure that the core
sliioiid»ill i»aintain the followi»g basic safety functions:

~ To lir»itcleflections ancl defori»ation (o assure that the Emergency Core
C<irilirigSyster»s (ECCS) can perfor rrr their safet> functions during anticipated
oliei ational occurrences and acciclents.

~ ~hrirrtairi partitions bet»'een regions i+thin the reactor vessel to provide
coi r'ect coolant distributior>, for all normal plant operating modes.

~ Provide positioning ar>d support for the fuel assemblies, control rods, incore
flux»ionitors, and other vessel i»ternals and to ensure that normal control rod
i»over»eni, is»ot impaired.
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PART B.2.1 Safe Desi Basis onformance

PART B.3 Flow Partition (Criteria)

Repairs to the core shroud are not required to totally prevent leakage from the core
region into the downcorner annulus. However, the design shall ensure that cracked
welds do not separate under normal operations as a minimum. Design willaccount for
leakage fron> the region inside the shroud into the annulus region during normal
operation. The leakage should not exceed the minimum subcooling required for proper
recirculation pump operation and the core bypass flow leakage requirements assumed in
the r eload safety analysis shall be maintained. The design willalso verify acceptable
leakage through the flow partition resulting from weld separation during accident and
tl lnslent events.

PART B.:). I Flow Partition onformance
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PART B.S.1.1 Leaka e Flow Eialuation

The hardware designed to repair the shroud with identified cracks for Nine i<file Point 1

requires the machining ofseveral holes into the shroud head flange for the installation of
the upper support. There are a total of eight holes. Each of these holes willhave some

clearance, which willallow a small amount of leakage floiv to bypass the steam separation

system. As part of the stabilizer'design, the shroud suppor.t cone iiillhave eight holes,

which also allow a small amount of core flow leakage through the clear ance between the
holes and the mating bolts. As part of the HS iield bracket design, the lo»er shroud i'll
have 24 holes, which also allow a small amount of core flow leakage through the
clearance between the holes and the mating bolts and shear ke>s. In addition, there are

nine welds in the shroud that may develop cracks, either above or below the core plate
elevation.'These cracks present another leakage flow path for the core flow. The
combined leakage through nine failed welds is negligible.

The flow areas for leakage through the holes in the lower shroud and the cone are based

on taking into account the curvature of the shroud and anne surfaces and the flat surface

of the mating repair part. It is conservatively assumed that bolt tension does not cause

deflection of the adjacent parts.

The results show that the leakage flows from the repair holes result in a combined
leakage of about 0.70% of core flow at 100% rated power and S5 to 100% rated core flow.
The leakage flows for 100% rated poiier. and 100% rated core flow are summarized in the
Table 1. These leakage flows are based on applicable loss coefficients and reactor
inter nal pressure differences (RIPDs) across the applicable shroud components. The loss

coefficients account for the flow blockage from the applicable bracket configurations.
Leal"age from the shroud head repair holes is assumed to be two-phase fluid at the core
exit quality. Leakage from the remaining paths below the top guide support ring is
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considered, single-phase liquid. Allof the leakage flows bypass the steam separators arid
dryers. The leakag'e flows below the core plate support ring also bypass the core.

The steam portion of the leakage floii will contribute to increasing the carryunder from
the steam separators. The impacts of the flow leakage on the steam separation system
performance, core monitoring, abnormal transient evaluation, emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) performance and fuel cycle length is evaluated and summarized in the
followingsubsections.

PART B.3.1.2 Steam Se aration vstem

The shroud head leakage flow includes steam flow, which effectively increases the total
cari@under in the downcomer by a maximum of about 0.02% at 100% rated power pod
85 to 100% rated core flow. The carryunder from the separators is based on the
applicable separator test data at the lower limitof the operating water level range. The
combined effective carryunder from the separators and the shroud head leakage at So to
100% rated core flow is about 0.17%, and is less than the design value of 0.25%. The
impact of the flow leakage along with the associated cari~tnder increase is considered in
the following subsections.

PART B.3.1.S .ore Monitorin
The impact of the leakage results in an overprediction of core flow by about 0.6% of core
flow. This overprediction is small comparecl to the core flow measurement uncertainty of
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5%,for non jet pump plants used in the iylaximum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety

Limitevaluauons. Additionally,'the decrease in core flow resulting from the

overprediction results in only about 0.2% decrease in calculated ivfCPR. Therefore, it is

concluded that the impact is not significant.

PART B.S:1.4 Antici ated Abnormal Transients

The computer code used to evaluate performance under plant anticipated abnormal
transients and calculate fuel thermal margin includes carryunder as one of the inputs.
The effect of the increased carryunder due to shroud repair leakage results in greater
cornpr essibility of the downcomer region and, hence, a reduced maximum vessel

pressure. Since this is a favorable effect, the thermal limits (ivfCPR) are not impacted.

PART B.3.1.5 Emer encv Core Coolin System

The limitingcondition is the recirculation discharge line break. The severity of the
limiting event is primarily determined by the core spra> flo» to the upper plenum region.
The leakage through the shroud repair holes does not have an impact on the core spray
flo» or the cooling to the fuel rods or fuel channel. There is no iinpact on the
~fAPLHGR and LHGR limits. Therefore, the ECCS results are unchanged by the shroud

leakage.

PART B.3.1.6 Firel Cycle Le» ~th

1'lie iricreased carryunder due to shroud br'acket-hole leakage results in an increase in
tlie coi e inlet eritlialpy by aboiir, 0.1 BTU/lb., co»ipared»itli tire no leakage condition.
I'lie cornbiried impact of the redirced cor.e inlet subcooliiig and the reduced core flow
drr« to the leakage results iri a i»i»or ef'feet (-1.9 days) on fuel cycle length and is

'orrsid«r'ed riegligible.

1'ART B.S.1.7 Cor>elusion

Tire ir»p;icr. ol rlie leakage flo»s through the shroud repair holes and failed welds on the
steanr separarion system performance. core monitoring, t'uel thermal margin, ECCS

p«r for i»;irrce and fuel cycle length have been ei~hrated. The results show that at rated
po»'er;rrid 85 to 100% r;ited core floiv the leakage flow from the repair holes is predicted
eq«:il to;i r»;ixi»iuin cor»birred leakage of about 0.7% of core flow. This leakage flow is

srrffrcierrtli sriiall so that the steam separation system perforinance, core monitoring, fuel
tli«r'rri:il»r;ir gir> and fuel cycle lengtli r eniain adequate. Also, the impact on ECCS
pei'f<irr»;irice is sufficieritlysr»all to be judged insignifrcar>t, and, hence, the licensing
LC(.:S eviil«;ition for the normal condition with no shroud leakage is applicable.
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,. PART, B.4 Flow Induced Vibration( Criteria)

The repair shall be designed to address the potential for vibration, and to keep vibration
to an acceptable level. The natural frequency of the repaired shroud, including the

repair hardware, shall be determined. The vibratory stresses shall be less than the
allowable stresses of the repair materials. Forcing functions to be considered include the

coolant flow and the vibratory forces transmitted via the end point attachments for the

repair. Testing may be used as an alternative or to supplement the vibration analysis.
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This is well below the 28 Hz lowest natural frequency of the stabilizer assembly. This
combination satisfies the standard GE design goal of a factor of three between excitation
frequency and lowest natural frequency. Therefore, FIV has been addressed and has no

impact on the repair hardware or other reactor internals, such as incore instrumentation.
A FIV analysis of the H8 bracket supports is included in the final stress report.

C

PART B.5 Loading on Existing Internal Components(Criteria)

Increased stress on existing internal components, used in the repair, is acceptable as long
as the current plant licensing basis are met. Increases in applied load shall be

demonstrated to be acceptable.

~ The repair shall be designed so as to produce acceptable loading on the
original structure of the shroud, consistent with the criteria provided herein.

~ 'he repair should minimize stresses introduced into the shroud consistent
with the criteria provided so as to not aggravate further shroud cracking.

~ The repair should minimize the loading on the supporting structures of the
shroud, such as the shroud support cone and the RPV wall, to stay within'the
original design allowable stresses of these structures.

PART B.5.1 Loadin on Existino Internal Cpm onents .onformance

~ Stresses on the original structure of the shroud, which are directly impacted by the
sliroud repair hardware, have been demonstrated to be acceptable. The results of this
evaluation are documented in references 4 and 5, for all of the postulated accidents.

~ For normal operating conditions, the preload on the tie rods of 79,670 lb. each willbe

carried by the shroud at four locations approximately equally spaced around the
circumference. The stress levels on the welds Hl through HS are bounded by the
conditions occurring at weld H8. The results of the analysis on weld HS demonstrate
that the maximum impact of the installed tie rod during normal operating conditions
on stress intensity is approximately 0.04% (increase in total stress intensity) or -6.44%

(decrease in membrane+ bending stress intensity). The membrane stress intensity
decreases by 6.'22%. SVith the exception of the total stress intensity that increases very
slightly on one surface, all stress intensities actually drop a small amount as a result of
tie rod preload. This impact is considered to be minimal and therefore verifies that
the tie rod has an insignificant impact on the existing welds (Hl through HS).
Stresses on the supporting structure of the shroud, which are directly impacted by the
shroud repair hardware, have been demonsuated to be acceptable. The results of this
evaluation are documented in references 4 and 5, for all of the postulated accidents.
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~ Stresses on the supporting structure of the shroud, which are directly impacted by the

shroud repair hardware, have been demonstrated to be acceptable. The results of this

evaluation are documented in references 4 and 5, for all of the postulated accidents.

The transients described in the Nine Mile Point 1 FSAR Chapter XV (reference 3) were

reviewed and the bounding upset thermal event for the tie rod assembly is described

below.

An upset condition wherein cold water is introduced into the annulus while the reactor

inlet plenum remains at 545'F." This situation could potentially occur with the loss of
feedwater followed by restoring the feedwater flow, but without heating. Typical
conservative assumptions leading to this event are described in reference 20. The
scenarios for these events are generic although the specific details may differ depending
on the vintage of the plant.

The.,NMP-l- load definition document, reference 19, does not include annulus
temperatures for this event, but the temperatures are shown in detail on later plant
ther mal cycle diagrams. The thermal cycle diagrams for other plants shows the

temperature inside the shroud drops by 15'F from operating temperature while the

annulus temperature drops as low ~s 300'F. This event results in the largest temperature
difference between the shroud and annulus. Similar temperature conditions are

assumed to be applicable for NMP-1. Assuming the temperature inside the NidP-1

shroud remains at 545'F while the annulus temperature drops to 300'F adds margin to

the temperature difference. This event is compared with other transients described in
the Nine Mile Point 1 FSAR Chapter XV (reference 3) and is considered the bounding
upset thermal event for the tie rod assembly. Blowdown events may result in more rapid
cooling, but both the shroud and repair hardware are cooling at a similar rate and the

. net thermal effects are not as severe.

PART B.5.1.1 Seismi Analysis

A detailed seismic analysis was performed as documented in reference 6. The
mathematical model used for the analysis included the reactor building, shield
wall/pedestal, RPV, reactor internals, and the repair modification hardware. The
structural modeling data were obtained from the information contained in the UFSAR,

licensing basis calculations/reports, and design drawings. The model was analyzed using
the SAP4C07 computer program (Reference 10).

.An axisymmetric,,lumped, mass model of the RPV and internals was constructed
incorporating the masses and structural pr operties of the various structural components.
Hydrodynamic masses were calculated and included in the model to account for the

dynamic coupling of the fluid mass with the solid mass. The stiffness properties of the

repair modification hardware (top/bottom springs and tie rods) were incorporated in
the model. The model being avisymmetric, the equivalent rotational stiffness offered by
the tie rod system was included in the model. The top and bottom lateral spring
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stiffnesses were incorporated in the model at the top guide and bottom core plate
locations respectively.

Additionally, six brackets are designed at the interface benveen the shroud and the
conical shroud support skirt, 60 degrees apart, under the assumption that the HS weld is

cracked 360 degrees, through-thickness. The primary function of this HS Support is to
support th'e shroud in the vertical direction against vertical displacement, should the HS
weld fail completely. The seismic analysis evaluated the scenario where the H8 weld
failed, and the corresponding downward load on the H8 support due to the moment
caused by the horizontal seismic motion, was taken into account.

The licensing basis horizontal Design Basis Earthquake load (DBE) is documented in the
Nial P-1 Design Criteria Document (DCD-115). A synthetic time history with a zero period
acceleration (ZPA) of 0.11g ins generated based on the horizontal DBE spectra at 2.5%,
5%, and 7.5 /0 oscillator damping, in accordance with the guidelines of the NRC
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800): This time history load was used as the DBE load
in this seismic analysis.

Vertical seismic inertia load i«as not analyzed using the computer model. However, the
structure being very stiff in the vertical direction, the vertical zero period acceleration
(ZPA) was tak'en as 2/3 of the horizontal (= 2/3 x 0.11 = 0.073g), as a multiplier of the
deadiveigh t effects.

Coilsistent with the licensing basis, DBE was the only seismic load einluated. The DBE
i'«siilts ivere used for upset ils well as e»lergency and faulted conditions.

(,'ru«»d acceleration transient response analysis by modal superposition method was used
I()r ih« tii»«hlstoi'y illllysls ~

A»:ilysis iter;itions ivere perfornled to reflect the scenarios wherein through-thickness,
360 tlegrees. circumferential cracks ivere postulated at the various iveld locations in the
shro«tl, irlcluding uncracked ancl all-welds-cracked conditions. The cracks were
rcpi eserlt«d as hinges or rollers depending upon the assumed crack condition and the
loading event. For an upset condition wherein the crack does not separate, the crack
ill;«i«was»iodeled as a hinge (i.e., with no moment resistance at the crack plane). For an
«i»«rgeiicy or faulted event involving LOCA, the possibility of the shroud lifting
iiioriieiitarily lit the crack plane exists. Under such coilditioils, the crack plane was
i»<id':led as a r.oiler (i.e., with no lateral shear or moment resistance at the crack plane).
4i»e siich governing crackecl scenarios were evaluated iilcluding the uncracked case,
resiiltiilg in i»;ixir»ui» loads and displacements for the repair modification hardware
tle s Ig I 1 .

The i»axii»«ill permanent. horizontal deflection of the shroud that is not directly
supported bi either the upper or lower springs is limited to 0.75 inch by mechanical limit
stops. Iii the unlikely scenario that welds H4 and H5 becor»es loose and a combined
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LOCA plus seismic event occurs, the stops serve to limit the horizontal displacement to

0.75 inch, which is equal to one half of the shroud wall thickness. These stops do not
affect the validity of the linear seismic analysis.

The licensing basis condition was simulated by additionally analyzing the model without
the tie rod/spring modifications and without any cracks, to form a benchmark run. The
resultant component loads based on the current shroud repair seismic analysis were

compared with those of the benchmark run. The comparison showed insignificant
changes in the results. Also, it is worth noting that the loads in the internal components
reduce once the cracks occur. This is due to the fact that as the shroud rigidity is

decreased, the fuel is isolated, and the seismic load is mainly carried by the stabilizer

springs and the tie-rods.

PART B.6 Annulus Flow Distribution(Criteria)

The design shall not adversely affect the normal flow ofwater in the annulus region, or
the normal balance of flow in this region. The design shall not adversely restrict the flow
of water into the recirculation suction inlet.

PART B.6.1 Annulus Flow Distribution Conformanc

'he design does not adversely affect the normal flow ofwater in the annulus region, or
restrict the flow in any way that would adversely affect normal balance of flow in this

region. The design does not adversely restrict the flow ofwater into the recirculation
suction inlet.

PART B.7 Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) Calculations(Criteria)

Inputs to the EOP calculations, such as bulk steel residual heat capacity and reduction of
reactor water inventory shall be addressed based on repair hardware mass and water
displacement.

PART 8.7.1 Erner en vO eratin Procedur E P alculati ns Conforman e

Inputs to the EOP calculations have been addressed and are documented in Reference

22 and it has been concluded that there are no significant impacts on the EOP Appendix
C calculations.

PART B.8 Radiation Effects on Repair Design(Criteria)

The design of the repair shall account for the affects of irradiation relaxation utilizing
end-of-life fluence on the materials.
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. PART B.8.1 Radiation Effects on Re air Desi~ Conformance

The design of the repair accounts for the affects of irradiation relaxation utilizing end-of-

life fluence on the materials. In accordance with Reference 1, the design considers an

End-of-Life preload relaxation for the upper and lower springs. The radiation level is less

than the limitcontained in the UFSAR (section XVIA.2.7.3.2). The basis for this is

documented in reference 11 (design basis for reference 1).

PART 8.9 Thermal Cycles(Criteria)

The repair hardware shall consider the effects of thermal cycles for the remaining life of
the plant. Analysis shall use original plant RPV thermal cycle diagrams. The design shall

assume a number of thermal cycles equal to or greater than the number assumed in the

original RPV design. Alternatively, thermal cycles defined by actual plant operating data

may be employed iftechnicallyjustified. Using this thermal cycle information repair
components and the repaired shroud shall be evaluated for fatigue loading along with

any other design vibratory loads.

PART B.9.1 Thermal Cycles Conformance

The repair hardware considered theieffects of thermal cycles for the remaining life of the

plant as documented in Reference 5. The stresses resulting from the thermal cycles have

been evaluated by a fatigue analysis. The results show that its effect on fatigue life of the

plant is negligible.

PART B.10 Chemistry/Flux(Criteria)

The design shall recognize the use of existing and anticipated water chemistry control
measures for BWRs and shall consider the affects of neutron flux on any materials used

in the repair.

PART B.10.1 hemistrv Flux onformance

Since the shroud repair hardware has been designed to the original construction
requirements for the shroud, the existing and anticipated water chemistry control
measures have been addressed and will have no effect on the repair hardware. The
iffects of neutron flux the materials used"in the repair were considered. As stated in
Reference I, the maximum radiation levels will have no effect on material properties.
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PART B.ll Loose Parts Consideration(Criteria)

Repair hardware mechanical components shall be designed to minimize the potential for
loose parts inside the vessel. The design repair shall use mechanical locking methods for
threaded connections. Allparts shall be captured and held in place by a method that will
last for the design life of the repair.

PART B.11.1 Loose Parts onsideration onformance

Repair hardware mechanical components have been designed to minimize the potential
for loose parts inside the vessel. The design repair uses mechanical locking methods
(such as crimped jam nuts) for threaded connections. Allparts are captured and held in
place by a method such as pinning, staking, spring retainers, interference fits, and
crimping that will last for the design life of the repair.

PART B.11.1.1 Evaluation of the onse uences of Loose Parts

All pieces of the stabilizer and H8 weld bracket assemblies are locked in place with
mechanical devices. For example, the core plate wedge clamp contains a hook that
latches under the angle bracket and maintains the assembly's posiuon during thermal
cycles or vibration. The stresses in the stabilizer components during normal plant
operation are less than the normal e'vent allowable stresses. The repair hardware is

fabricated from stress corrosion r esistant material. Therefore, it is very unlikely that a

colIlponent will fail. However, ifone stabilizer is postulated to fail during normal plant
operation, there would be no consequence to the shroud (even ifit is cracked) or to the
other three stabilizers. The leakage through a cracked shroud may increase very slightly,
but it would be difficultto detect. The plant would continue to operate until the next

'. refueling outage, when the broken stabilizer would most likely be detected and repaired.
The postulated broken component may fall to the shroud support cone or may be sucked
into the recirculauon pump. The consequences of the postulated loose stabilizer piece
would be consistent with the consequence of other postulated loose pieces.
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PART B.12 Inspection Access(Criteria)

The repair design shall be such that inspection ot reactor internals, reactor vessel, ECCS

components and repair hardware is facilitated. The installed repair hardware shall not
interfere with refueling operations and shall permit servicing of internal components.
Allparts shall be designed so that they can be removed and replaced. This is to provide
full access'to the annulus area for other possible future inspections and/or
maintenance/repair activities that may prove necessary in the future.

PART B.12.1 Ins ection Access Conformance

The repair design permits inspection of the reactor internals, the reactor vessel, ECCS

components and the repair hardware. The"installed repair hardware will not interfere
with refueling operations, and permits servicing of internal components. All parts have

,'~ been designed so that they can be removed and replaced.

PART B.13 Crevices(Criteria)

The repair design shall be reviewed for crevices to assure that criteria for crevices
immune to stress corrosion cracking acceleration are satisfied.

PART B.13.1 .revices onformance

The selection of the materials for the repair design assures that criteria for crevices shown
to be inimune to stress corrosion cracking acceleration are satisfied.

The design has considered crevices and its impact on stress corrosion cracking by using
materials which are highly resistant to Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC).
The material's IGSCC resistance is verified by applying GE procedures (as required by
Reference 18) which meet or exceed ASTM A262 Practice A or E.

PART B.14 Materials(Criteria)

All materials used shall be in conformance with the BWR VIP requirements.

PART B.14..1 Materials Conformance

All materials used are in accordance with the BWR VIP requirements in a manner
consistent with a similar NRC approved GE shroud repair design, as discussed in Section
A.2.
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PART,B.15, idaintenance/Inspection(Criteria)

The designed repair shall minimize the need for future inspections and maintenance of
the repair components. The designed repair shall minimize the requirement for future

inspections of the affected shroud joints.

PART B. 15.1 Maintenance/Inspection(Conformance)

The designed repair minimizes future inspections and maintenance of the repair
components. The inspection procedures are documented in Reference 15. The
designed repair eliminates the need for future inspections of the affected shroud joints.

PART B,16 Installation Issues(Criteria)

Tooling/equipment used for installation of repair components shall be evaluated in
accordance with Reference 9 and shall consider the following:

~ Heavy loads

~ Shutdown System Status (N+1)

~ Rigging

~ Hole Cutting Method

PART 8.16.1 Installation Issues Conformance

Tooling/equipment used for installation of repair components have been evaluated in
accordance with Reference 9 and considered the following:

PART B.16.1.1 Heavy loads

Load cells are used whenever any heavy item is installed or removed from the vessel.

Personnel have been trained on full scale mockup in installation techniques necessary to

protect delicate items. Tooling/ equipment has been designed in accordance with
NUREC-061'2 and has been load tested to 300% of the loads being lifted. Certifications
ar e maintained in the Project Quality Assurance file.

PART B.l .1.2 hutdown System Status N+I

Shutdown system status (N+1) will be maintained as documented in References 13 and

14.
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., PART B.16.1.3 Ri n

Rigging willbe done in accordance with approved procedures (References 8 and 9).

PART B.16.1.4 Hole uttin Evolution

Allholes ~vill be cut by an EDM process. The EDM process has been qualified by GE

procedure '(Reference 12). Allpersonal involved in this process have been certified by
GE.

PART B.17 Existing Reactor+Internals(Criteria)

The design shall not rely on existing reactor internals or components to carry loads that
have experienced cracking in the industry (e.g. shroud head bolt lugs, stub tubes).

PART B.17.1 Existing Reactor Internals(Conformance)

The design does not rely on existing reactor internals or components to carry loads that
have experienced cracking in the industry (e.g. shroud head bolt lugs, stub tubes).
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PART C -UNREVISED SAFETY UE TION DETEKvfINATION
1. Could the proposed change or activity increase the probability of occurrence ofan

accident previously evaluated in the SAR?

No. The affected plant systems and components willbe capable of performing
their intended functions with the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets installed.

This modification replaces the function provided by core shroud horizontal
welds. As the modification is being provided to the plant's safety-related

design requirements, the probability of a component failure is not
increased. The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets impose a negligible change

to the plant operating conditions. The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets will
not interact with any component assumed to initiate an accident in the

UFSAR. Nor will the failure or presence of a stabilizer or H8 weld bracket
initiate an accident evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. Could the proposed change or activity increase the consequences of an accident
evaluated previously in the SAR?

No. The calculated Peak Clad Temperature (PCT) will remain below 2200'F,
'nd all structures, systems and components (SSC) used to miugate the

(radiological) consequences of the accidents in the SAR are independent
of the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets, and thus, the consequences of the

accidents willnot be affected. The abnormal events in the UFSAR that
potentially could be affected by the installation of the stabilizers and H8
weld brackets were evaluated, and they remain unchanged.

The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets impose a negligible change to the

plant operating conditions, and thus, the LOCA and transient analyses

remain valid, as discussed in Part B.2.3.

LOCA-Radiological analysis is based on the plant's engineered safety
features (ESF) functioning within design parameters, and the radioactive
material source terms. The stabilizers and HR weld brackets willnot
adversely affect any ESF, and thus, the ESF functions willnot be affected.
The radioactive material source terms are based on the regulatory limit
PCT of 2200'F. As the PCT for Nine Mile Point 1 will remain below this

regulatory limit, the source terms willnot be affected. Therefore, the

consequences of the LOCA-Radiological analysis willnot change.

The MSLB analysis release is limited by the capacity of the MSL Flow
Restrictors, and uses UFSAR allowables for source terms. As the installation
of stabilizers and H8 weld brackets willnot affect either of these, the
consequences of the MSLB analysis willnot change.
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...As described in Part B.2.5.1, seismic analyses show that the stabilizers and

H8 weld brackets willremain functional following an earthquake.

3. Could the proposed change or activity increase the probability of occurrence of a

malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated previously in the SAR?

No"." The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets are designed and constructed as safety

related components. No adverse equipment interactions willbe created by
installing the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets. The Installation Processes

and Tooling (Including EDM and Honing) willnot adversely effect safety
related equipment, as discussed previously. Therefore, the probability of
equipment malfunctions is not increased.

4. Could the proposed change or activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety evaluated previously in the SAR?

No. The installation of stabilizers and H8 weld brackets ensures that the shroud,
even ifcracked, willperform its safety functions. Thus, consequences of a

malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased. The
stabilizers and H8 weld brackets perform a passive function that does not
interface with any equipment that is used to mitigate the radiological
,consequences of a malfunction in the UFSAR. As noted in Part B.2.3.4, the
effects of the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets on the consequences of
potentially affected transients are negligible. As the stabilizers do not
adversely affect equipment "Important to Safety," the consequences of all
transients willnot change. The Installation Processes and Tooling
(Including EDb I and Honing) will not adversely effect safety related
equipment, as discussed previously. Therefore, there is no increase to the

~consequences of component malfunctions.

5. Could the proposed change or activity increase the probability of occurrence of an

accident of a different type than any evaluated previously in the SAR?

No. The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets are designed to the structural criteria
specified in the Nine Mile Point I UFSAR. Allof the loads and load
combinations specified in the UFSAR, that are relevant to the core shroud,
have been evaluated, and are within design allowables. The stabilizers do
not add any new operational/failure mode or create any new challenge to
safety-related equipment or other equipment whose failure could cause a

new type of accident. In addition, the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets 'do

not create any new component/system interactions or sequence of events

that lead to a new type of accident.

It has been postulated that ifa core shroud had a 360'rack and a MSLB
accident occurred, the upper shroud and the top fuel support could lift. If
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: the top fuel support lifted sufficiently, the tops of the fuel bundles could
'ove(shift), which might prevent the control blades from completely

inserting (parual scram). This event would be an accident of a different
type. However, the core shroud stabilizers would prevent the shroud from
moving, and thus, prevent the top fuel support from lifting.

It has been postulated that ifthe H8 weld had a 360'rack and an inlet
RSLB accident occurred, the shroud could be displaced vertically
downward. Ifthe shroud moves down, the core plate would move with it.

This movement could potentially damage the fuel, depending on the
displacement and vertical acceleration. Sufficient movement may also

disengage the core spray inlets. Other reactor internals may be impacted.
This event would be an accident of a different type. However, the H8 weld

support brackets would prevent an unacceptable degree ofvertical
displacement during this event.

Therefore, the modification does not increase the probability of
occurrence of an accident of a different type than any evaluated previously
in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed change or activity create the possibility of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the

SAR?

No. The stabilizers and HS weld brackets structurally replace the shroud
horizontal welds. The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets are fabricated from
stress corrosion resistant material and have low applied stresses during
normal operation. There is no welding in the construction or installation
of the stabilizers or HS weld brackets. A single failure of a stabilizer or H8
weld brackets is highly unlikely. Even ifit occurred, the failure willnot
adversely affect other safety-related equipment. This postulated condition
has not been specifically analyzed but. is enveloped by other conditions that
have been analyzed. During normal operation each stabilizer has a vertical
force of approximately 80 Kips (due to thermal preload) and a horizontal
force of less than 10 Kips (due to preload). Ifone stabilizer is postulated to
fail, the other three stabilizers willcarry the additional vertical load which
will result in a total vertical load for each stabilizer of approximately 103

Kips. During the upset thermal loading condition, the vertical load in each

stabilizer is approximately 188 Kips. Since the allowable stress intensities
are the same for normal and upset conditions, the three remaining
stabilizers willbe acceptable for normal operation. The insignificant
increase in leakage through postulated cracks willnot affect normal
operation or Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) performance after
the postulated failure of one stabilizer. Allequipment assumed to operate
in the transient analyses, and the safety-related structures, systems and

16
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,. components willnot be adversely affected by the stabilizers. All
components interacting with the stabilizers and H8 weld brackets will
perform their intended functions. The stabilizers and H8 weld brackets do
not increase challenges to or create any new challenge to equipment. The
stabilizers and H8 weld brackets do not create any new sequence of events
that lead to a new type of malfunction. The Installation Processes and
Tooling (Including EDM and Honing) willnot adversely effect safety
related equipment, as discussed previously. Therefore, the possibility of a
different type ofcomponent malfunction than evaluated in the SAR is not
created.

7. Does the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
Technical Specification?

No. The Technical Specifications and their Bases are not affected by the
" '" '.".>"." installation ofstabilizersand H8 weld brackets. Nosafetyanalysis

referenced in a Bases willchange. No design allowable of licensed
acceptance limitfor the plant willbe exceeded. Therefore, the installation
of core shroud stabilizers and H8 weld brackets i~illnot affect the margin of
safety of any Technical-Specification Bases.

27
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~. PART D -CONCLUSION
This evaluation has investigated the installation of core shroud stabilizers and H8 weld
brackets at Nine Mile Point 1, The plant licensing bases have been reviewed. This review
demonstrates that stabilizers can be installed (1) without an increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident or malfunction previously evaluated, (2) without creating
the possibility ofan accident or malfunction ofa new or different kind from any
previously evaluated, (5) and without reducing the margin of safety in the bases of a
Technical Specification. Therefore, installation of core shroud stabilizers and H8 weld
brackets does not involve an unreviewed safety question.

28
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